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ABSTRACT
We address the problem of generating images across two drastically different views, namely ground (street) and aerial
(overhead) views. Image synthesis by itself is a very challenging computer vision task and is even more so when generation
is conditioned on an image in another view. Due the difference in viewpoints, there is small overlapping field of view and
little common content between these two views. Here, we try to preserve the pixel information between the views so that
the generated image is a realistic representation of cross view input image. For this, we propose to use homography as a
guide to map the images between the views based on the common field of view to preserve the details in the input image.
We then use generative adversarial networks to inpaint the missing regions in the transformed image and add realism to it.
Our exhaustive evaluation and model comparison demonstrate that utilizing geometry constraints adds fine details to the
generated images and can be a better approach for cross view image synthesis than purely pixel based synthesis methods.
1. Introduction
Novel view synthesis is a long-standing problem in computer
vision. Earlier works in this area synthesize views of single ob-
jects or natural scenes with small variation in viewing angle.
For generating views of single objects in a uniform background
or scenes, the task regards learning a mapping or transforma-
tion across views. With a small camera movement, there is
a high degree of overlap in field of views resulting in images
with high content overlap. The generative models can learn to
copy large parts of the image content from the input to the out-
put and perform the synthesis task satisfactorily. Despite this,
view synthesis task is very challenging due to presence of mul-
tiple objects in the scene. The network needs to learn the object
relations and occlusions in the scene.
Generating cross-view natural scenes conditioned on images
from drastically different views (e.g., generating top-view from
street view scene) is very painstaking. This is mainly because
there is very little overlap between the corresponding field of
views. Thus, simply copying and pasting pixels from one view
to another would not be a solution. Rather, it is needed to learn
the object classes present in the input view and to understand
the correspondences in the target view with appropriate object
relations and transformations (i.e., geometric reasoning).
In this work, we address the problem of synthesizing ground-
level images from overhead imagery and vice versa using con-
ditional Generative Adversarial Networks [Mirza and Osindero
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This work extends our CVPR 2018 paper [Regmi and Borji (2018)]
(2014)]. Also, when possible, we guide the generative networks
by feeding homography transformed images as inputs to im-
prove the synthesized results. Basically, conditional GANs try
to generate new images from conditioning variables as input.
The conditioning variables could be other images, text descrip-
tions, class labels, etc.
Our first approach exploits the success of the first GAN-
based image-to-image translation network put forward by Isola
et al. (2017) as a general purpose architecture on multiple im-
age translation tasks. This work translates images of objects or
scenes which are represented by RGB images, gradient fields,
edge maps, aerial images, sketches, etc across these representa-
tions. Thus, it essentially operates on different representations
of images in a single view. We use this architecture as a starting
point (base model) in our task and obtain encouraging results.
The limitation of this approach to our problem, however, is that
the images to be transformed to are very different as they come
from two drastically different views, have small fields of view
overlap, and objects in the images might be occluded. As a re-
sult, learning to map the pixels between the views is difficult
as the corresponding pixels in two views may represent differ-
ent object classes. To address this challenge, here we propose
to use the semantic segmentation maps of target view images
to regularize the training process. This helps the network to
learn the semantic class of the pixels in the target view and to
guide the network to generate the target pixels. By encouraging
the networks to generate the segmentation maps in target view,
the network learns the semantic classes of each pixel which are
important cues in assisting to generate cross-view images that
preserve semantic information from the source view to the tar-
get view.
The next approach we take to solve the cross-view image
synthesis task is to exploit the geometric relation between the
views to guide the synthesis. For this, we first compute the ho-
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2mography transformation matrix between the views and then
project the aerial images to street-view perspective. By doing
so, we obtain an intermediate image that looks very close to the
target view image but not as realistic and with some missing
regions. Now, our problem reduces to preserving the scene lay-
out and details while filling in the missing regions and adding
realism to the transformed image. For this, we use cGAN archi-
tectures described in previous approach. We also use different
cGANs that work specifically for inpainting and realism tasks
to preserve the pixel information from the homography trans-
formed image in a controlled manner.
To summarize, we propose the following methods. We start
with the simple image-to-image translation network of Isola
et al. (2017) as a baseline (here called Pix2pix). We then pro-
pose two new cGAN architectures that generate images as well
as segmentation maps in the target view. Augmenting seman-
tic segmentation generation to the architectures helps improve
the quality of generated images. The first architecture, called
X-Fork, is a slight modification of the baseline, forking at the
penultimate block to generate two outputs, target view image
and segmentation map. The second architecture, called X-Seq,
has a sequence of two baseline networks connected. The target
view image generated by the first network is fed to the second
to generate its corresponding segmentation map. Once trained,
both architectures are able to generate better images than the
baseline that generates only the target view images. This im-
plies that learning to generate segmentation map along with the
image indeed improves the quality of generated images. We
also use homography to transform the aerial image to ground
view and feed the transformed image to these networks to fur-
ther improve the results. Finally, we propose a method to pre-
serve details from the homography transformed image in a con-
trolled setting to generate the street view images. It constitutes
two subtasks: a) generating missing regions by inpainting, and
b) adding realism by using GAN to preserves details visible in
aerial view into the street view image. We call this approach
H-Regions. Throughout the paper, H in a method’s name indi-
cates that the input is the homography transformed image.
2. Related Work
2.1. Relating Aerial and Ground-level Images
Zhai et al. (2017) explored the relationship between the
cross-view images by learning to predict the semantic layout
of the ground image from its corresponding aerial image. They
used the predicted layout to synthesize ground-level panorama.
Prior works relating the aerial and ground imageries have ad-
dressed problems such as cross-view co-localization [Lin et al.
(2013); Vo and Hays (2016)], ground-to-aerial geo-localization
[Lin et al. (2015); MH and Lee (2018)] and geo-tagging the
cross-view images [Workman et al. (2015)]. Recently, the im-
ages generated by our cross-view image synthesis approach
have been successfully used to bridge the domain gap between
aerial and street-view images in geo-localization tasks [Regmi
and Shah (2019)].
Cross-view relations have also been studied between egocen-
tric (first person) and exocentric (surveillance or third-person)
domains for different purposes. Human re-identification by
matching viewers in top-view and egocentric cameras have
been tackled by establishing the correspondences between the
views in Ardeshir and Borji (2016). Soran et al. (2014) utilize
the information from one egocentric camera and multiple exo-
centric cameras to solve the action recognition task.
2.2. Learning View Transformations
Existing works on viewpoint transformation have been con-
ducted to synthesize novel views of the same objects [Dosovit-
skiy et al. (2017); Tatarchenko et al. (2016); Zhou et al. (2016)].
Zhou et al. (2016) proposed models that learn to copy the pixel
information from the input view and utilize them to preserve
the identity and structure of the objects to generate new views.
Tatarchenko et al. (2016) trained an encode-decoder network to
obtain 3D models of cars and chairs which they later used to
generate different views of an unseen car or chair. Dosovitskiy
et al. (2017) learned generative models by training on 3D ren-
derings of cars, chairs and tables and synthesized intermediate
views and objects by interpolating between views and models.
2.3. GAN and cGAN
Goodfellow et al. (2014) are the pioneers of Generative
Adversarial Networks that are very successful at generating
sharp and unblurred images, much better compared to exist-
ing methods such as Restricted Boltzmann Machines [Hinton
et al. (2006); Smolensky (1986)] or deep Boltzmann Machines
[Salakhutdinov and Hinton (2009)].
Conditional GANs synthesize images conditioned on differ-
ent parameters during both training and testing. Examples in-
clude conditioning on labels of MNIST to generate digits by
Mirza and Osindero (2014), on image representations to trans-
late an image between different representations by Isola et al.
(2017), and generating panoramic ground-level scenes from
aerial images of the same location by Zhai et al. (2017). Reed
et al. (2016) synthesize images conditioned on detailed textual
descriptions of the objects in the scene, and Zhang et al. (2017)
improved on that by using a two-stage Stacked GAN.
2.4. Cross-Domain Transformations using GANs
Kim et al. (2017) utilized the GAN networks to learn the re-
lation between images in two different domains such that these
learned relations can be transferred between the domains. Sim-
ilar work by Zhu et al. (2017) learned mappings between un-
paired images using cycle-consistency loss. They assume that
a mapping from one domain to the other and back to the first
should generate the original image. Both works exploited large
unpaired datasets to learn the relation between domains and for-
mulated the mapping task between images in different domains
as a generation problem. Zhu et al. (2017) compare their gener-
ation task with previous works on paired datasets by Isola et al.
(2017). They conclude that the result with paired images is the
upper-bound for their unpaired examples.
2.5. Geometry-guided Synthesis
Song et al. (2017) propose geometry-guided adversarial net-
works to synthesize identity-preserving facial expressions. The
facial geometry is used as a controlled input to guide the net-
work to synthesize facial images with desired expressions. Sim-
ilar work by Kossaifi et al. (2017) improves the visual quality
3of synthesized images by enforcing a mechanism to control the
shapes of the objects. They map the generator’s output to a
mean shape and implicitly enforce the geometry of the objects
and also add skip connections to transfer priors to the generated
objects.
2.6. Image Inpainting
Pathak et al. (2016) generated missing parts of images us-
ing networks trained jointly with adversarial and reconstruc-
tion losses and produced sharp and coherent images. Yeh et al.
(2017) tackle the problem of image inpainting by searching for
the encoding of the corrupted image that is closest to another
image in the latent space and passing it through the generator
to reconstruct the image. The closeness is defined based on the
weighted context loss of the corrupted image, and a prior loss
that penalizes unrealistic images. Yang et al. (2017) propose a
multi-scale patch synthesis approach for high-resolution image
inpainting by jointly optimizing on image content and texture
constraint.
3. Background on GANs
Th Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) proposed by
Goodfellow et al. (2014) consists of two adversarial networks:
a generator and a discriminator that are trained simultaneously
based on the min-max game theory. The generator G is opti-
mized to map a d-dimensional noise vector (usually d=100) to
an image (i.e., synthesizing) that is close to the true data distri-
bution. The discriminator D, on the other hand, is optimized to
accurately distinguish between the synthesized images coming
from the generator and the real images coming from the true
data distribution. The objective function of such a network is
min
G
max
D LGAN(G,D) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]+
Ez∼pz(z)[log(1 − D(G(z)))],
(1)
where x is real data sampled from data distribution pdata and z
is a d-dimensional noise vector sampled from a Gaussian dis-
tribution pz.
Conditional GANs synthesize images looking into some
auxiliary variable which may be labels [Mirza and Osindero
(2014)], text embeddings [Zhang et al. (2017); Reed et al.
(2016)] or images [Isola et al. (2017); Zhu et al. (2017); Kim
et al. (2017)]. In conditional GANs, both the discriminator and
the generator networks receive the conditioning variable repre-
sented by c in Eqn. (2). The generator uses this additional infor-
mation during image synthesis while the discriminator makes
its decision by looking at the pair of conditioning variable and
the image it receives. Real pair input to the discriminator con-
sists of true image from distribution and its corresponding label
while the fake pair consists of the synthesized image and the
label. For conditional GAN, the objective function is
min
G
max
D LcGAN(G,D) = Ex,c∼pdata(x,c)[logD(x, c)]
+Ex′,c∼pdata(x′,c)[log(1 − D(x′, c))],
(2)
where x′ = G(z, c) is the generated image.
In addition to the GAN loss, previous works [e.g., Isola et al.
(2017); Zhu et al. (2017); Pathak et al. (2016)] have tried to
minimize the L1 or L2 distances between real and generated
image pairs. This step aids the generator to synthesize images
very similar to the ground truth. Minimizing the L1 distance
generates less blurred images than minimizing the L2 distance.
That is, using the L1 distance increases image sharpness in gen-
eration tasks. Therefore, we use the L1 distance in our method.
The expression to minimize the L1 distance is
min
G LL1(G) = Ex,x
′∼pdata(x,x′)[|| x − x′ ||1], (3)
The objective function for such conditional GAN network is
the sum of Eqns. (2) and (3).
Considering the synthesis of the ground level imagery (Ig)
from aerial image (Ia), the conditional GAN loss and L1 loss
are represented as in Eqns. (4) and (5), respectively. For ground
to aerial synthesis, the roles of Ia and Ig are reversed.
min
G
max
D LcGAN(G,D) = EIg,Ia∼pdata(Ig,Ia)[logD(Ig, Ia)]
+EIa,I′g∼pdata(Ia,I′g)[log(1 − D(I′g, Ia))],
(4)
min
G LL1(G) = EIg,I
′
g∼pdata(Ig,I′g)[|| Ig − I′g ||1], (5)
where I′g = G(Ia). The objective function for an image-to-image
translation network is the sum of conditional GAN loss in Eqn.
(4) and L1 loss in Eqn. (5), as represented in Eqn. (6):
Lnetwork = λ1LcGAN(G,D) + λ2LL1(G), (6)
where, λ1 and λ2 are the balancing factors between the losses.
4. Framework
In this section, we discuss the baseline methods and the pro-
posed architectures for the task of cross-view image synthesis.
4.1. Baselines
The naive way to approach this task is to consider it as an
image to image translation problem. We run the experiments in
the following settings as our baselines.
4.1.1. Cross-view Image-to-Image Translation (X-Pix2pix)
For this, the generator is an encoder-decoder network that
takes in an image in first view as input and learns to generate
the image in the other view as output.
4.1.2. Cross-view Image-to-Image Translation with Stacked
Outputs (X-SO)
The network takes an image in first view as input and gen-
erates a single output of 6 channels, the first 3 channels corre-
spond to the RGB image and the next three channels represent
the segmentation map. The L1 loss and adversarial loss are
computed over six channels of output and the corresponding
ground truth images.
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Fig. 1: Our proposed network architectures. a) X-Fork: Similar
to baseline architecture except that G forks to synthesize image and
segmentation map in target view, and b) X-Seq: a sequence of two
cGANs, G1 synthesizes target view image that is used by G2 for seg-
mentation map synthesis in corresponding view. In both architectures,
Ia and Ig are real images in aerial and ground views, respectively. S g
is the ground-truth segmentation map in street-view. I′g and S
′
g are
synthesized image and segmentation map in ground view.
4.2. Proposed Methods
4.2.1. Crossview Fork (X-Fork)
Our first architecture, known as the Crossview Fork, is shown
in Figure 1a. The generator network is forked to synthesize two
outputs of 3 channels each, the first output is the RGB image
and the second output is the segmentation map both in target
view. The fork-generator architecture is shown in Figure 2.
The first six blocks of decoder share the weights. This is be-
cause the image and segmentation map contain a lot of shared
features. The number of kernels used in each layer (block) of
the generator are shown below the blocks.
The inherent idea behind this architecture is multi-task learn-
ing by the generator network. When the generator is enforced
to learn the semantic class of the pixels together with the image
synthesis, this helps to improve the image synthesis task. The
generated segmentation map serves as an auxiliary output. The
objective function for this network is shown in Eqn. 7.
LX−Fork = λ1LcGAN(G,D) + λ2LL1(G(Ig, Ig′ )) + λ2LL1(G(S g, S g′ )) (7)
Note that the L1 loss is minimized for images as well as seg-
mentation maps whereas the adversarial loss is optimized for
images only. This is because we only care about pixel accuracy
for segmentation maps.
4.2.2. Crossview Sequential (X-Seq)
Our second architecture uses a sequence of two cGAN net-
works as shown in Figure 1b. The first network performs cross-
view image synthesis and the generated image is fed to the
second network as a conditioning input to synthesize its corre-
sponding segmentation map. This two-stage end-to-end learn-
ing of image and segmentation map synthesis produces im-
proved image quality compared to the network without second
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Fig. 2: Generator of X-Fork architecture in Figure 1a. BN means
batch-normalization layer. The first six blocks of decoder share
weights, forking at the penultimate block. The number of channels
in each convolution layer is shown below each blocks.
stage. The joint objective function for X-Seq architecture is
shown in Eqn. 8 below.
LX−S eq = Lnetwork(G1,D1) + Lnetwork(G2,D2) (8)
4.2.3. Cross-view Pix2pix with Homography (H-Pix2pix)
Another approach that we take here is to feed the homogra-
phy transformed image as an input to the translation network.
Our hypothesis is that the majority of the scene from the first
view is transformed into the second perspective using the ho-
mography and this should ease the synthesis task. The large
missing regions in the transformed images are mostly related to
sky and buildings.
4.2.4. Cross-view Stacked Outputs with Homography (H-SO)
The network takes the homography transformed image as in-
put and generates target view image and the segmentation map
stacked together as a 6-channel output; first 3 channels for im-
age and the next three channels for its segmentation map.
4.2.5. Cross-view Fork with Homography (H-Fork)
Here, we use the homography transformed image Iah as in-
put to the network architecture proposed in subsection 4.2.1.
The hypothesis behind this idea is that the use of transformed
images as input should ease the cross-view synthesis task com-
pared to synthesizing by feeding the aerial images Ia directly.
4.2.6. Crossview Sequence with Homography (H-Seq)
In this setup, we feed the homography transformed image Iah
rather than the original input image Ia as input to the X-Seq
network of subsection 4.2.2.
4.2.7. Crossview Regions with Homography (H-Regions)
In this method, we attempt to preserve the structural details
visible in the aerial view images and guide the network to trans-
fer those details to the synthesized ground view images. For
this, we use the homography transformed image as input to our
method and solve the synthesis task in following subtasks:
Subtask I: The homography transformed image (Iah in Fig-
ure 3) has a large portion of missing region (R1) in the image.
Our first task is to fill in the missing region in the transformed
images. We use an encoder-decoder network that takes Iah as
input and generates only the upper half of the image (Ig′ ).
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Fig. 3: An aerial image Ia shown in the left is first transformed
to street-view perspective using homography (Iah). The trans-
formed image needs inpainting in upper box region (R1) and
further processing in car region (R2). These two regions are
generated and the region in between is copied from homogra-
phy transformed image Iah to obtain Ig′ . We further train Ig′ to
smooth the region boundaries and add realism to it. Ig is the
corresponding ground truth image.
Subtask II: The street-view images are recorded by a cam-
era mounted on a car’s dashboard. Therefore, all the street-view
images contain a part of the car’s hood around the lower central
region (R2) in them which can be seen in image Ig in Figure
3. Note that, this scenario is present in SVA dataset and can
be avoided in real applications where the dash camera can be
mounted such that the hood of the car is not captured in the
frames. The homography transformed image Iah also has a car
around that region which has been transformed from the aerial
view of the car but it does not realistically represent a car in
street-view. To address this, we mask a probable car-region and
train a small network dedicated to learn mapping of the car re-
gion. This helps generate a realistic car region in ground view
images (See region R2 in image Ig′ ).
Once we have images generated from the first two tasks, we
copy them to their respective spatial locations in homography
transformed image Iah creating a street-view image Ig′ and pre-
serving the pixels of remaining regions. Copying pixels in this
manner helps us preserve the structural information that has
been transformed using homography. The problem with this
approach is that images do not look realistic at region bound-
aries. So, we further train another network to add realism to
this image.
Subtask III: GANs are successful at generating images that
look very realistic to human eyes. Here, we train a conditional
GAN architecture on Ig′ . For this, we first define bands around
the region boundaries as shown in Figure 3. We formulate the
loss function to preserve (by copying) the pixel information out-
side the bands to the output image while at the same time adding
realism to the whole image. This step helps a lot to improve the
visual quality of the synthesized image.
We now define our loss functions for the subtasks. For sub-
task one, we use conditional GAN network to inpaint missing
regions in Iah by optimizing the network on adversarial and L1
losses for the missing regions only. For subtask two, we only
consider region R2 by masking out the remaining regions in in-
put and output images and optimizing for adversarial and L1
losses for car region only. Once we have results from the above
two subtasks, we compute I′g as shown in Eqn. 9.
Ig′ = IInpaint M1 + Icar M2 + Iah  (M - M1 - M2) (9)
Here, IInpaint is the image generated from the inpainting net-
work of subtask one. Icar is the car image generated in subtask
two. M1 and M2 are 3-channel binary masks for regions R1 and
R2, M being the 3-channel all ones image. The masks M1 and
M2 are manually computed looking at the homography trans-
formed image (Iah) in Figure 3. This was done for a single
frame only and worked well for all the images in the dataset. If
the hood of the car was not visible in the street-view image, we
wouldn’t even need region R2 and correspondingly mask M2.
Ig′ is fed to the realism network to generate the final image in
the target view.  is the element-wise product.
5. Experimental Setting
5.1. Datasets
For the experiments in this work, we use three datasets de-
scribed in the following.
Dayton. This cross-view image dataset is provided by Vo and
Hays (2016). It consists of more than 1M pairs of street-view
and overhead view images collected from 11 different US cities.
We select 76,048 image pairs from Dayton images and cre-
ate a train/test split of 55,000/21,048 pairs. We call it Dayton
Dataset. The images in the original dataset have resolution of
354×354. We resize them to 256×256. We use this dataset for
experiments in both aerial to ground a2g and ground to aerial
g2a directions.
CVUSA. We recruit this dataset [Workman et al. (2015)] for
direct comparison of our work with Zhai et al. (2017). It con-
sists of 35,532/8,884 train/test split of image pairs. Following
Zhai et al. (2017), the aerial images are center-cropped to 224
× 224 and then resized to 256 × 256. We only generate a sin-
gle camera-angle image rather than the panorama. To do so,
we take the first quarter of the ground level images as well as
segmentations from the dataset and resize them to 256 × 256 in
our experiments.
SVA. The Surround Vehicle Awareness (SVA) dataset [Palazzi
et al. (2017)] is a synthetic dataset collected from Grand Theft
Auto V (GTAV) video game. The game camera is toggled be-
tween frontal and bird’s eye view to simultaneously capture
images in the two views at each game time step. We use the
train/test split as provided in the dataset. The original dataset
has 100 sets of training set images and 50 sets of test set im-
ages. The consecutive frames in each set are very similar to
each other, so we use every tenth frame to remove redundancy
in the dataset. Finally, we have a training set of 46,030 im-
age pairs and a test set of 22,254 image pairs. The images are
resized to 256 × 256 for experiments in this work. Sample im-
ages from SVA dataset are shown in the leftmost and rightmost
columns of Figure 7. We use this dataset for experiments in
aerial to ground a2g direction only. Note that, homography re-
lated experiments are performed on this dataset only.
The proposed Fork and Sequence networks learn to gener-
ate the target view images and segmentation maps conditioned
on source view image or their homography transformed im-
age. Training procedure requires the images as well as their
semantic segmentation maps. The CVUSA dataset has anno-
tated segmentation maps for ground view images, but for SVA
and Dayton datasets such information is not available. To com-
pensate, we use one of the leading semantic segmentation meth-
ods, known as the RefineNet [Lin et al. (2017)]. This network is
6Fig. 4: RGB image pairs from train set (left), segmentation masks
from pre-trained RefineNet [Lin et al. (2017)] overlaid on them (mid-
dle) and segmentation masks generated by X-Fork method overlaid on
them (right).
pre-trained on outdoor scenes of the Cityscapes dataset [Cordts
et al. (2016)] and is used to generate the segmentation maps
that are utilized as ground truth maps. These semantic maps
have pixel labels from 20 classes (e.g., road, sidewalk, build-
ing, vegetation, sky, void, etc). Figure 4 shows image pairs
from the Dayton dataset and their segmentation masks overlaid
in both views. As can be seen, the segmentation mask (label)
generation process is not perfect since it is unable to segment
parts of buildings, roads, cars, etcetera in images.
5.2. Implementation Details
We use homography as a preprocessing step to transform the
visual features from aerial images to ground perspective. Since
the locations of aerial and ground view camera are fixed in the
SVA dataset, first we randomly pick a pair of images from the
dataset. We then manually select four points in the aerial im-
age and find their corresponding locations in the ground-view
image and use them to compute the homography matrix that
transforms the aerial image to ground view and vice versa. Sur-
prisingly, this method works well and avoids expensive compu-
tations for homography estimation usually done for each pair
of images separately by computing SIFT features of the images
and then finding the keypoints in the images. We also tried
computing the SIFT features and then finding keypoints in two
images and transforming images based on those points. This
method could not find the corresponding points in two views,
most likely because of very large perspective variation between
the views.
We use the conditional GAN architecture very similar to
Isola et al. (2017) as the base architecture. The generator is
an encoder-decoder network with blocks of Convolution, Batch
Normalization [Ioffe and Szegedy (2015)] and activation lay-
ers. Leaky ReLU with a slope of 0.2 is used as the activation
function in the encoder, whereas the decoder has ReLU acti-
vation except for its final layer where Tanh is used. The first
three blocks of the decoder have a Dropout layer in between
Batch normalization and activation layer, with dropout rate of
50%. The discriminator is taken as it is from the Isola et al.
(2017). For the experiments on the SVA dataset, we removed
two blocks of CBL and UBDL from the generator architecture,
primarily to save training time. We observed that removal of
these blocks did not have much impact on the quality of syn-
thesized images. Also, note that the synthesized semantic maps
are 3-channel RGB images which effectively mitigated the class
imbalance among the semantic classes. This was primarily
done to consider all 20 semantic classes during the training and
reduce bias towards dominant classes like houses, trees, road
and sky. Had the semantic classes been limited to the dominant
ones only, it would regularize the synthesized images to not
learn the less prevalent objects in the target view images. Also,
we brought in some confidence by the success of the pix2pix in
synthesizing 3-channel segmentation maps from RGB images.
The convolutional kernels used in the networks are 4×4
in size with a stride of 2. The upconvolution in the de-
coder is Torch [Collobert et al. (2011)] implementation of
S patialFullConvolution, and upsamples the input by 2. The
convolutional operation downsamples the images by 2. No
pooling operation is used in the networks. The λ1 and λ2 used
in the objective function for different networks are the balanc-
ing factors between the GAN loss and the L1 loss. We fix
λ1 at 1 and λ2 at 100 for Fork and Seq models. For realism
task in the H-Regions method, λ1=5 for adversarial loss and
λ2=2 for pixel-wise loss worked the best. Following the idea
to smooth the labels by Szegedy et al. (2016) and demonstra-
tion of its effectiveness by Salimans et al. (2016), we use one-
sided label smoothing to stabilize the training process, replac-
ing 1 by 0.9 for real labels. During the training, we utilized
different data augmentation methods such as random jitter and
horizontal flipping of images. The network is trained end-to-
end with weights initialized using a random Gaussian distribu-
tion with zero mean and 0.02 standard deviation. Our methods
are implemented in Torch [Collobert et al. (2011)]. Our code
and data is available online at: https://github.com/kregmi/cross-
view-image-synthesis.git.
We train the networks for 100 epochs on low resolution and
35 epochs on high resolution images of Dayton dataset and
for 20 epochs on SVA dataset. Experiments are conducted on
CVUSA dataset for comparison with the work of Zhai et al.
(2017). Following their setup, we train our architectures for 30
epochs using the Adam optimizer and moment parameters β1
= 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. We observed that the training for X-
SO method on low resolution of Dayton dataset and CVUSA
dataset was very unstable; so the qualitative and quantitative
results are not very good for them. For H-Regions, we conduct
experiments as follows. For subtask I, we train the network for
20 epochs. For subtask II, we train another network for one
epoch only since the network needs to learn the mapping of
the car and to preserve its color from source view to the target
view. Eventually, we train a final realism network for 5 epochs
(subtask III).
6. Evaluation and Model Comparison
We have conducted experiments in a2g (aerial-to-ground)
and g2a (ground-to-aerial) directions on the Dayton dataset and
a2g direction only on CVUSA and SVA datasets. We consider
image resolutions of 64×64 and 256×256 on the Dayton dataset
while for experiments on CVUSA and SVA datasets, 256×256
resolution images are used.
6.1. Evaluation measures
It is not straightforward to evaluate the quality of synthesized
images [Borji (2018)]. In fact, evaluation of GAN methods con-
tinues to be an open problem [Theis et al. (2016)]. Here we uti-
lize four quantitative measures and one qualitative measure to
evaluate our methods.
76.1.1. Qualitative measure
For the subjective evaluation of different methods, we run a
user study on the images synthesized using these methods. We
show an aerial image along with the corresponding images in
ground view synthesized using seven different methods to 10
users. We specifically ask each user to select the most realistic
image that also contains the most visual details from the aerial
view image.
6.1.2. Quantitative measures
Inception Score: A common quantitative measure used in
GAN evaluation is the Inception Score proposed by Salimans
et al. (2016). The core idea behind the inception score is to
assess how diverse the generated samples are within a class
while being meaningfully representative of the class at the same
time. One major criticism regarding the Inception score is that
the CNN trained on ImageNet objects may not be adequate for
other scene datasets (our case). To address this, here we use
the AlexNet model [Krizhevsky et al. (2017)] trained on Places
dataset [Zhou et al. (2017)] with 365 categories to compute the
inception score. The Places dataset has images similar to those
in our datasets.
We observe that the confidence scores predicted by the pre-
trained model on our datasets are dispersed between classes for
many samples and not all the categories are represented by the
images. Therefore, we compute inception scores on Top-1 and
Top-5 classes, where ”Top-k” means that top k predictions for
each image are unchanged while the remaining predictions are
smoothed by an epsilon equal to (1 -
∑
(top-k predictions))/(n-k
classes).
Accuracy: In addition to inception score, we compute the top-
k prediction accuracy between real and generated images. We
use the same pre-trained Alexnet model to obtain annotations
for real images and class predictions for generated images. We
compute top-1 and top-5 accuracies. For each setting, accura-
cies are computed in two ways: 1) considering all images, and
2) considering real images whose top-1 (highest) prediction is
greater than 0.5. Below each accuracy heading, the first column
considers all images whereas the second column computes ac-
curacies the second way.
KL(model ‖ data): We compute the KL divergence between
the model generated images and the real data distribution for
quantitative analysis of our work, similar to some generative
works [Che et al. (2016); Nguyen et al. (2017)]. We again use
the same pre-trained Alexnet described earlier. The lower KL
score implies that the generated samples are closer to the real
data distribution.
SSIM, PSNR and Sharpness Difference: We employ three
measures from the image quality assessment literature to eval-
uate our models, similar to Mathieu et al. (2016); Ledig
et al. (2017); Shi et al. (2016); Park et al. (2017). Structural-
Similarity (SSIM) measures the similarity between the images
based on their luminance, contrast and structural aspects. SSIM
value ranges between -1 and +1. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) measures the peak signal-to-noise ratio between two
images to assess the quality of a transformed (generated) im-
age compared to its original version. Sharpness difference (SD)
measures the loss of sharpness during image generation. For
each of these score, the higher the the better. Please refer to
Regmi and Borji (2018) for details on how to compute these
scores.
FID Score: An alternative metric to evaluate the quality of
generated images is by computing Frechet Inception Distance
[Heusel et al. (2017)] between the generated samples and the
real images. We use the same AlexNet model (as above) pre-
trained on the Places Dataset to compute the FID score. The
lower value of FID score for a method, the better. The FID
scores that we obtain in this work are relatively larger than num-
bers reported in other works mainly because of the variations in
the image statistics of the Places Dataset used during the train-
ing and our test images.
6.2. Model Comparison
We conduct the qualitative and quantitative evaluation on 3
datasets. We report homography results on SVA dataset only.
This is because the aerial view image for SVA dataset contains
high overlap with the field of view of street-view image and thus
application of homoraphy to preserve the details from aerial im-
age seemed valid for this dataset compared to the other two.
We conduct the user studies to compare the images synthe-
sized using different methods as well as illustrate qualitative re-
sults in Figures 5, 6 and 7 and conduct an in-depth quantitative
evaluation on test images of the datasets.
6.2.1. Qualitative Comparison
Dayton dataset. For 64×64 resolution experiments, the net-
works are modified by removing the last two blocks of CBL
from discriminator and encoder, and the first two blocks of
UBDR from decoder of the generator. We run experiments on
all three methods. Qualitative results are depicted in Figure
5 (left). The results affirm that the networks have learned to
transfer the image representations across the views. Generated
ground level images clearly show details about road, trees, sky,
clouds, and pedestrian lanes. Trees, grass, road, house roofs are
well rendered in the synthesized aerial images.
For 256×256 resolution synthesis, we conduct experiments
on all three architectures and illustrate the qualitative results
in Figure 5 (right). We observe that the images generated in
high resolution contain more details of objects in both views
and are less granulated than those in low resolution. Houses,
trees, pedestrian lanes, and roads look more natural.
CVUSA dataset. Test results on the CVUSA dataset show that
images generated by the proposed methods are visually better
compared to Zhai et al. (2017) and Isola et al. (2017). Our
proposed methods are more successful in transforming the pixel
classes and thus generating correct class objects in target view
compared to the baselines.
SVA dataset. The qualitative results on the SVA dataset for
aerial to street-view synthesis is shown in Figure 7. The pro-
posed methods are capable at generating roads, car-hood, mark-
ers on road, sky and other details in the images. We observe
that the images generated by the proposed H-Regions method
contain more details around the central regions. This is due to
enforcing the network to preserve those details from the aerial
images.
User Study. We conducted the perceptual test over 100 test
images on 10 subjects to compare the images synthesized by
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Fig. 5: Example images generated by different methods in low (64 × 64) resolution (left) and high (256 × 256) resolution (right) in a2g and g2a
directions on the Dayton dataset.
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Fig. 6: Qualitative results of our methods and baselines on CVUSA
dataset in a2g direction. First two columns show true image pairs, next
four columns show images generated by Zhai et al. (2017), X-Pix2pix
[Isola et al. (2017)], X-SO, X-Fork and X-Seq methods respectively.
Table 1: % of user preferences over images synthesized by different
methods (over 100 images from the SVA dataset).
X-Pix2pix X-Fork X-Seq H-Pix2pix H-Fork H-Seq H-Reg.
4 7.8 16.8 12.6 14.2 18.2 26.4
different methods on the SVA dataset. The results are pre-
sented in Table 1. The most preferred method is H-Regions,
closely contested by H-Seq and X-Seq methods. The results il-
lustrate the following: a) The use of homography transformed
input drastically outperforms corresponding experiments with
untransformed aerial image as input, and b) Users preferred the
images synthesized using H-Regions because of the method’s
ability to preserve the pixel information onto the target view.
6.2.2. Quantitative Comparison
We report the quantitative results on three datasets next.
Dayton dataset. The quantitative scores over different mea-
sures are provided in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 under the columns
Dayton (64 x 64) and Dayton (256 x 256) for low and high res-
olution synthesis.
Inception Score: The scores for X-Fork generated images are
closest to that of real data distribution for Dayton dataset in low
resolution in both directions and also in high resolution in a2g
direction. The X-Seq method works best for g2a synthesis in
high resolution for Dayton dataset. Inception scores on top-k
classes follow a similar pattern as in all classes (except for Top-
1 class on low resolution and Top-5 class on high resolution in
g2a direction over Dayton dataset).
Accuracy: Results are shown in Table 3. We observe that the
X-Fork method works better at low resolution whereas X-Seq
is better at high resolution synthesis in both directions.
KL(model ‖ data): The scores are provided in Table 4. As it
can be seen, our proposed methods generate much better results
than the baselines. X-Fork generates images very similar to real
distribution in all experiments except on the high resolution a2g
experiment where X-Seq is slightly better than X-Fork.
FID Score: The FID scores are presented in Table 5. X-
Fork performs the best on lower resolution images while X-Seq
works the best on higher resolution images in both directions
a2g and g2a.
SSIM, PSNR, and SD: The scores are reported in Table 6.
The X-Seq model works the best in a2g direction while X-Fork
outperforms the rest in the g2a direction.
CVUSA dataset. The quantitative evaluation is shown in Ta-
bles 2, 3, 4 and 6 under the column CVUSA.
Inception Score: The X-Seq method works best for CVUSA
dataset in terms of inception score.
Accuracy: Results are shown in Table 3. Images generated
with X-Fork method obtain the best accuracy closely followed
by X-Seq method.
KL(model ‖ data): The scores are provided in Table 4. As it
can be seen, our proposed methods generate much better results
than the baseline. X-Fork generates images very similar to real
distribution and X-Seq very close to it.
FID Score: X-Seq works the best on the CVUSA dataset
closely followed by X-Fork network. See Table 5.
SSIM, PSNR, and SD: Images generated using X-Fork are
better than other methods in terms of SSIM, PSNR and SD. We
find that X-Fork improves over Zhai et al. by 5.03% in SSIM,
8.93% in PSNR, and 12.35% in SD.
SVA dataset. The quantitative evaluation on SVA dataset is
illustrated in Table 7.
Inception Score: H-Regions generates images that have the
inception score closest to that of real data.
Accuracy: H-Seq method performs best in terms of accuracy.
KL(model ‖ data): Images synthesized using X-Seq method
have the closest distribution to the ground truth distribution
among all the methods.
FID Score: The H-Regions performs the best in terms of FID
score in SVA dataset. The H-models perform better than their
X- counterparts.
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Fig. 7: Example images generated by different methods in a2g direction for SVA dataset.
Table 2: Inception Scores of models over Dayton and CVUSA datasets.
Dir. Methods Dayton (64 × 64) Dayton (256 × 256) CVUSA
 all Top-1 Top-5 all Top-1 Top-5 all Top-1 Top-5
classes class classes classes class classes classes class classes
Zhai et al. (2017) – – – – – – 1.8434 1.5171 1.8666
X-Pix2pix 1.8029 1.5014 1.9300 2.8515 1.9342 2.9083 3.2771 2.2219 3.4312
a2g X-SO 1.8577 1.4975 2.0301 2.9459 2.0963 2.9980 1.7575 1.4145 1.7791
X-Fork 1.9600 1.5908 2.0348 3.0720 2.2402 3.0932 3.4432 2.5447 3.5567
X-Seq 1.8503 1.4850 1.9623 2.7384 2.1304 2.7674 3.8151 2.6738 4.0077
Real Data 2.2096 1.6961 2.3008 3.7090 2.5590 3.7900 4.9971 3.4122 5.1150
X-Pix2pix 1.7970 1.3029 1.6101 3.5676 2.0325 2.8141 – – –
X-SO 1.4798 1.2163 1.5042 3.3397 2.0232 3.3485 – – –
g2a X-Fork 1.8557 1.3162 1.6521 3.1342 1.8656 2.5599 – – –
X-Seq 1.7854 1.3189 1.6219 3.5849 2.0489 2.8414 – – –
Real Data 2.1408 1.4302 1.8606 3.8979 2.3146 3.1682 – – –
SSIM, PSNR, and SD: X-Seq achieves the highest numbers
in terms of SSIM and PSNR whereas H-Regions has the best
SD.
Also, H-Pix2pix already performs very good compared to X-
Pix2pix because homography simplified the learning task by
transforming the image to the target view. H- methods outper-
form their X- counterparts for most of the evaluation metrics.
Because there is no consensus in evaluation of GANs, we had
to use several scores. Theis et al. (2016) show that these scores
often do not agree with each other and this was observed in
our evaluations as well. Nonetheless, we find that the proposed
methods are consistently superior to the baselines in terms of
quantitative and qualitative evaluations.
7. Discussion and Conclusion
We explored image generation using conditional GANs be-
tween two drastically different views. Generating semantic seg-
mentations together with images in the target view helps the
networks learn better images compared to the baselines. Us-
ing homography to guide the cross-view synthesis allows pre-
serving the overlapping regions between the views. Extensive
qualitative and quantitative evaluations testify the effectiveness
of our methods. Future research can explore other cues such
as edge maps to facilitate synthesis tasks. Also, efforts can be
put towards automatically finding regions that we defined man-
ually. The challenging nature of the problem leaves room for
further improvements. Potential application of this work can be
in bridging the big domain-gap between street-view and aerial
imagery for cross-view image geo-localization, multi-view ob-
ject synthesis and so on.
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Table 6: SSIM, PSNR and Sharpness Difference between real data and samples generated using different methods on Dayton and CVUSA
datasets.
Dir. Methods Dayton (64 × 64) Dayton (256 ×256) CVUSA
 SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SD ↓ SSIM PSNR SD SSIM PSNR SD
Zhai et al. (2017) – – – – – – 0.4147 17.4886 16.6184
X-Pix2pix 0.4808 19.4919 16.4489 0.4180 17.6291 19.2821 0.3923 17.6578 18.5239
a2g X-SO 0.4960 19.7442 16.6670 0.4772 19.6203 19.2939 0.3451 17.6201 16.9919
X-Fork 0.4921 19.6273 16.4928 0.4963 19.8928 19.4533 0.4356 19.0509 18.6706
X-Seq 0.5171 20.1049 16.6836 0.5031 20.2803 19.5258 0.4231 18.8067 18.4378
X-Pix2pix 0.3675 20.5135 14.7813 0.2693 20.2177 16.9477 – – –
X-SO 0.3254 16.5433 16.2329 0.2620 19.9827 16.8748 – – –
g2a X-Fork 0.3682 20.6933 14.7984 0.2763 20.5978 16.9962 – – –
X-Seq 0.3663 20.4239 14.7657 0.2725 20.2925 16.9285 – – –
Table 7: Quantitative evaluation of samples generated using different methods on SVA Dataset in a2g direction.
Methods X-Pix2pix X-SO X-Fork X-Seq H-Pix2pix H-SO H-Fork H-Seq H-Regions
*Inception Score, all ↑ 2.0131 2.4951 2.1888 2.2232 2.1906 2.3202 2.3202 2.2394 2.6328
*Inception Score, Top-1 ↑ 1.7221 1.8940 1.9776 1.9842 1.9507 1.9410 1.9525 1.9892 2.0732
*Inception Score, Top-5 ↑ 2.2370 2.6634 2.3664 2.4344 2.4069 2.7340 2.3918 2.4385 2.8347
Accuracy (Top-1, all) ↑ 8.5961 7.5146 17.3794 19.5056 18.0706 5.2444 18.0182 20.7391 15.4803
Accuracy (Top-1, 0.5) ↑ 30.3288 30.9507 53.4725 57.1010 54.8068 26.4697 51.0756 57.5378 48.0767
Accuracy (Top-5, all) ↑ 9.0260 10.3905 23.8315 25.8807 23.4400 5.2544 26.6746 28.5517 21.8225
Accuracy (Top-5, 0.5) ↑ 29.9102 38.9822 63.5045 65.3005 62.3072 31.9527 62.8166 67.4649 56.8994
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